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Told through the eyes of a 5-year-old boy, this is a story of adventure and discovery in a
cookcamp located in the Canadian woods during World War II.When?: World War IIWhere?: A
cookcamp in the Canadian woodsWhy?: He's not really sure.One summer, a 5-year-old boy
goes to live with his grandmother in a cookcamp. The camp is home to 9 men who are building a
road through the woods. The boy misses his mother, but at the same time the camp becomes
home--a special home where he learns to spit and rides the tractor. It's a wonderful summer, but
then he lets slip to his grandmother about "Uncle Casey" and she writes seven letters to his
mother. Seven letters that she mails "good and hard." A short while later, the boy returns home.

About the AuthorGAIL HERMAN has written many books for children, including several books in
the Disney Fairies series. She’s also written Flower Girl, Otto the Cat, What a Hungry Puppy!,
The Lion and the Mouse, and There Is a Town.
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Scott, “Paulson does it again!. What a great book. The tempo of Gary's story telling is
spectacular and the easy he builds the characters is unmatched. Reminds me of my own
childhood.Thank you Gary for such a wonderful story.”

K. cleveland, “Fabulous story of a boy and his grandmother. Loved the story of a boy and his
grandmother. Being a grandma myself I really appreciated the relationship. Love the way Gary
shows the emotions.”

William W. Koelling, “inportance and influence of a grandparent. A little insight on grandmother's
love and help growing up.”

Granny Sue, “Tender, thoughtful book. Paulsen is a favorite author, though I am 67 years old. His
wonderful insights into the heart of this five year old are fascinating.”

Shane Herbst, “Great book. Read this year's ago and still a favorite. Gary Paulson is always a
good choice for reading material hands do”

CJ Harris, “Purchased for school district library.. Purchased for school district library. I have
heard no complaints (and I would if there were any) so I would assume we are happy with the
item.”

TAS, “Five Stars. Yes the book and your great service met my expectations... Thanks, John
Stout”

The book by Harry Turtledove has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 34 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 128 pages
Reading age: 9 - 12 years
Lexile measure: 570L
Grade level: 4 - 6
Item Weight: 3.2 ounces
Dimensions: 5.25 x 0.5 x 7.5 inches
Audio CD: 1 pages
Hardcover: 208 pages
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